
the shadows of darkest dance 
behind the books and baskets of 
old tale 
 
clouded by the ashen mist of a 
forgotten memory. 
 
deep, stored in the back of my 
closet,  
 
it lays as the old collections that i 
used to treasure. 
 
a legacy of a different era,  
both purpose and in age. 

 
 
 

they were weapons of another 
world, and another far, far, away 
galaxy. 
 
the plastic swords & lightsabers of 
my childhood lay ruined in their 
hidden hole, with the memories of 
yesteryear embedded within their 
holistic flavor.  

 
 
do i want to remember this? 
yes 
no 
yes 
yes 
no. 
y e s. 

 
 

toys they were, but to me, they  
were a journey on their own. 
my father and i, together, dueling  
as jedi and sith. 

 

obi-wan & anakin.  
vader and luke. 
father and son.  
the old guard versus the new, and 
the lightsaber of fathership. 
 
 
we dueled, we stabbed, and we 
fought. the lightsabers were more 
than toys in my youth, they were a 
connection. a fold between 
generations that stretched miles, 
and created a bond tougher than 
adamantium. 

 
but alas, that was yesteryears. ages  
ago, a time of years past, where 
the shadows of dressers stood 
taller than my forehead. 
 
today it rest, hidden behind layers  
of clothes and ancient toys. 
today the shadows dance with no  
one to see them 
 

untouched. 
u n u s e d. 
broken. 
 

it’s silver hilt lay spoiled and 
fractured, as age worn onto its soil. 
 
it’s glass lay cracked, and the blue 
lights that once shined upon my 
face no longer shined once more  
 
into the trash it goes. 
into the waste it goes 
into the forgotten dreams it goes. 
into the night it goes. 
everything goes. 
everything goes. 
 


